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MEDLINE studies are sufficient for meta-analyses of Diagnostic Test Accuracy
ABSTRACT

**Background** To investigate how the summary estimates in diagnostic test accuracy (DTA) systematic reviews are affected when searches are limited to MEDLINE.

**Methods** A systematic search was performed to identify DTA reviews that had conducted exhaustive searches and included a meta-analysis. Primary studies included in selected reviews were assessed to determine whether they were indexed on MEDLINE. The effect of omitting non-MEDLINE studies from meta-analyses was investigated by calculating the summary ratio of DORs (RDORs): DOR MEDLINE-only/DOR all studies. We also calculated the summary difference in sensitivity and specificity between all studies and only MEDLINE-indexed studies.

**Results** Ten reviews contributing 15 meta-analyses met inclusion criteria for quantitative analysis. The RDOR comparing MEDLINE only studies to all studies was 1.04 (95% CI 0.95 to 1.15). Summary estimates of sensitivity and specificity remained almost unchanged (difference in sensitivity -0.08%; 95% CI -1% to 1%; difference in specificity: -0.1%; 95% CI -0.8% to 1%).

**Discussion/Conclusion** Restricting to studies indexed on MEDLINE did not influence the summary estimates of the meta-analyses in our sample. In certain circumstances, for instance when resources are limited, it may be appropriate to restrict searches to MEDLINE. However, the impact on individual reviews cannot be predicted.
**What is new?**

**Key findings**
- Less than half of the DTA systematic reviews (43%) included studies that are not indexed in MEDLINE.
- Omitting non-MEDLINE studies from the meta-analysis did not significantly hamper the diagnostic odds ratio, sensitivity or specificity.

**What this adds to what was known**
- This is the first meta-epidemiological evidence on the impact of search strategies for DTA systematic reviews.

**What is the implication, what should change now**
- Empirical evidence indicates that searching in databases beyond MEDLINE for a DTA systematic review may no longer be regarded an absolute necessity to produce valid outcomes.

**INTRODUCTION**

Systematic reviews of diagnostic test accuracy (DTA) studies are important to inform evidence based use of diagnostic tests in clinical practice. A comprehensive search across multiple databases combined with screening the search results to identify studies for inclusion in the review is a key part of any systematic review.(1,2) This process can be time consuming and costly, especially for DTA reviews which often involve screening several thousand references. Methods for efficient searching are therefore needed without introducing bias by missing relevant studies.

There are many electronic bibliographic databases that can be used to identify biomedical studies.(3) Most reviewers only search a small subset of the available databases, even in a comprehensive search. The best-known databases include MEDLINE and EMBASE. As from January 2010, MEDLINE records are included in EMBASE, while some EMBASE records are not covered by MEDLINE. EMBASE, covers other journals especially drug therapy journals, more European journals, and more non-English journals compared to MEDLINE.(4) Regional databases like PASCAL and LILACS or specialized databases like PsychINFO may include studies additional to EMBASE and MEDLINE. Thus if one of these databases is not searched when conducting a systematic review there is a risk that some relevant studies will be missed.

When time or financial resources are limited, simplifying the searches
can be a practical solution. However, this may compromise the quality of the review by missing relevant studies. Much research has been done to develop search filters to enhance the precision of the search, defined as the number of relevant records identified by a search divided by the number of records identified. Therefore the number needed to read (NNR), defined as the number of records needed to read to find one relevant additional paper, can be reduced. (5;6) However, empirical evidence has found that even the most sensitive methodological filters for searching for DTA studies miss relevant studies.(7;8)

Reducing the number of databases to be searched could reduce the amount of work involved in searching and also the NNR for screening search results and so be time- and cost effective. In particular, costs will be reduced if only MEDLINE is searched as this database is freely accessible through the PubMed interface. Empirical research has shown that excluding EMBASE when searching for randomized controlled trials (RCTs) will affect the results of intervention reviews. This is the consequence of a systematic difference between the two databases for RCTs. Trials that are indexed on MEDLINE on average find larger effects and have more significant results compared to studies indexed on EMBASE. Searching exclusively in MEDLINE may lead to an overestimation of the magnitude of treatment effects, which could affect patient management.(9) While the publication process of trials is often dependent on identification of a significant effect, there is no such effect in diagnostic studies as the main outcomes are accuracy measures such as the diagnostic odds ratio (DOR), sensitivity and specificity. Due to the nature of these outcomes it is not obvious to specify a hypothesis and test for it. Other factors may influence the publication process, but it is not clear whether these factors are associated with particular databases.

A previous review has shown that failure to search multiple databases to identify studies for inclusion in DTA reviews misses relevant studies.(2) However, this review did not investigate the impact of these missing studies on the results of the review. Restricting a review to studies indexed on a single database, for example MEDLINE, is only problematic if this leads to biased results. We would assume that reviews based exclusively on studies indexed on MEDLINE could have biased results if the results of those studies differ systematically from relevant studies indexed on other databases. We therefore aimed to assess whether restriction of databases influences the estimation of measures of accuracy in DTA reviews.
METHODS

Identification of reviews
MEDLINE was searched through the PubMed interface to identify DTA reviews published between January 2006 and January 2011. The methodological filter of Devillé (10) was applied to identify reviews covering diagnostic test accuracy combined with the review filter that is available in PubMed to identify systematic reviews. Search results were limited to 622 journals that had an impact factor ≥4 in 2010 (11) and were accessible through the medical library of the University of Amsterdam. The complete search strategy can be found in Appendix 1. In addition, the Cochrane Database of Systematic Reviews (CDSR) was searched in March 2011 for all DTA reviews. The literature search and the presentation of the review was structured according to the PRISMA guidelines.(12)

Inclusion criteria
We included reviews in which the authors evaluated the diagnostic accuracy of one or more tests against a reference standard and reported measure of accuracy: the Diagnostic Odds Ratio (DOR), sensitivity and specificity. We only included DTA reviews that had conducted a meta-analysis and that had searched MEDLINE and at least one other biomedical database. We excluded narrative reviews, genomic reviews, animal reviews, reviews that had applied a language or quality restriction, reviews that had assessed the analytical validity of tests and reviews that only evaluated other measures of diagnostic performance such as reproducibility and reliability. Two reviewers independently assessed titles and abstracts of the references identified by the electronic search for relevance. Inclusion screening of full text articles was conducted independently by two reviewers. A third reviewer was consulted in case of disagreement. Only meta-analyses that included both studies indexed on MEDLINE and studies not indexed on MEDLINE were included for further analysis.

Data extraction
Descriptive characteristics (author, publication year, test under evaluation, and purpose of the test) and full references for each included primary study were extracted from each review. Data to populate two-by-two tables (the number of true positives, false positives, false negatives, and true negatives) were extracted for all individual studies of all included meta-analyses. We contacted the authors of reviews when two-by-two tables were not reported in the review. In case
of no response we sent two reminders requesting the missing data. When no reply was received from the authors we extracted data from the primary studies ourselves.

**Comprehensiveness of the searches**

We aimed to assess whether the comprehensiveness of the search was associated with finding studies not indexed on MEDLINE. We assessed the comprehensiveness of the search according to the AMSTAR checklist. AMSTAR, a measurement tool to assess the methodological quality of a systematic review, has several items that determine the comprehensiveness of a search for a systematic review: 1. at least two electronic sources should be searched, 2. the years and names of databases should be reported, 3. key words and/or MeSH or EMTREE index terms should be provided, and 4. extra effort should be made to identify extra studies. Each of these items was scored individually, although in AMSTAR all are scored as a single item (item 3). We also added two extra items that we believe contribute to the comprehensiveness of a search: 5. whether the search was performed without using a search filter for DTA studies as we know that can lead to missing studies and 6. whether the full search strategy was available. Each item could be scored with 1 when the item was fulfilled or with 0 when the item was not fulfilled or unclear. Altogether, each search could thus score between 0 and 6.

**Data analysis**

We assessed which of the primary studies included in each review were indexed on MEDLINE by means of a known item search. A known-item search implies a user who is looking for one particular study; in our case the study included in the review for which we had the full reference extracted from the review. References that could be identified in MEDLINE were labeled as ‘in MEDLINE’ (iM) and those that were not as ‘Not in MEDLINE’ (NiM).

We selected the primary meta-analysis from each systematic review which we defined as the (sub)set of clinically relevant studies on which the conclusions of the review were based. The selection process was double checked by a second reviewer for a subset of reviews (20%) and those considered most complicated to classify (AF, PW). For reviews that assessed more than one index test we selected all meta-analyses that contributed to the conclusion.

First, the impact of not including NiM studies was measured quantitatively by redoing the meta-analyses and calculating the DOR, sensitivity and
specificity: once with all studies and once without NiM studies. Analyses were performed using the bivariate random effects model (15) in Stata version 10.0. (16) The DOR, sensitivity and specificity were calculated with corresponding 95% confidence intervals (CIs). Per meta-analysis we quantified the effect of excluding NiM studies by estimating the summary relative diagnostic odds ratio (RDOR): DORiM / DORiM + NiM. We also calculated the asymptotic variance of the RDOR. The log(RDORs) were then pooled by the use of a random effects generic inverse variance model to estimate the average effect of restricting analyses to NiM studies. Similarly to the RDOR, the summary of the difference in sensitivity and specificity between iM and NiM were estimated. The statistical methods are explained further in Appendix 1.

We used a sensitivity analysis to assess the impact of leaving out NiM studies for the meta-analyses with largest proportion of NiM studies (NiM / (iM + NiM) to maximise the likelihood of finding an effect of missing studies by a search limited to MEDLINE).

We assessed if there was an association between the comprehensiveness of the search and finding all studies in MEDLINE. The comprehensiveness of the search was summarized by calculating a score for the search characteristics (1 point for each item fulfilled). This score (range 0 to 6) was used as a continuous independent variable in a logistic regression

RESULTS

The searches identified 615 hits of which 116 were considered potentially relevant and were assessed for inclusion based on full text papers. We identified 42 reviews but in 24 (57%) of these, including two Cochrane reviews, all included primary studies were indexed on MEDLINE and so these were not investigated further. The 18 reviews with contrast presented 52 meta-analyses, 39 meta-analyses were considered as primary meta-analyses as they contributed to the conclusions of the reviews. Eight reviews including 18 primary meta-analyses were excluded because of the characteristics of the primary meta-analyses (all studies included in the primary meta-analyses were indexed on MEDLINE, lack of specification of which primary studies were included in the meta-analyses, or lack of information to populate the two-by-two tables). The final ten reviews included 18 meta-analyses of which three did not have contrast, leaving 15 meta-analyses for inclusion. The selection process is presented graphically in Figure 1, and the basic characteristics of the included reviews are presented in Table 1.
Figure 1. Flow chart of selection process of systematic reviews and their primary meta-analyses
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### Table 1. Characteristics of included systematic reviews (n=10) and meta-analyses (n=15)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Review author (publication year)</th>
<th>Diagnostic test</th>
<th>Search score (1 to 5)</th>
<th>Studies in the review N (% NiM)</th>
<th>Included MAN</th>
<th>Studies in MAN (%NiM)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Cnossen (2008) (17)</td>
<td>All uterine artery Doppler indices</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>132 (10%)</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>17 (18%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diel (2010) (18)</td>
<td>Interferon- y release assays</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>124 (0.8%)</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>19 (11%)†</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Haase (2009) (19)</td>
<td>Neutrophil Gelatinase-Associated Lipocalin</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>19 (21%)</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>19 (21%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leeflang (2009) (20)</td>
<td>Serum galactomannan ELISA</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>42 (7%)</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>18 (11%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medeiros (2008) (21)</td>
<td>Dynamic contrast-enhanced breast magnetic resonance</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>69 (3%)</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>69 (1%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mitchell (2008) (22)</td>
<td>One or two simple verbal questions</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>10 (10%)</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>9 (11%) 5 (20%) 3 (33%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Musso (2010) (23)</td>
<td>ELISA (Cytokeratin-18), NAFLD fibrosis score and Fibroscan</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>32 (25%)</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>11 (27%) 9 (22%) 6 (17%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stein (2009) (24)</td>
<td>Pelvic ultrasonography</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>10 (10%)</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>10 (10%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wang (2011) (25)</td>
<td>Myocardial perfusion scintigraphy and dobutamine stress echocardiography</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>17 (6%)</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>7 (14%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Whiting (2010) (26)</td>
<td>Anti–Citrullinated Peptide Antibodies</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>151 (17%)</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>15 (7%) 138 (15%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>482 (11%)</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>355 (16%)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

N=number; MA=meta-analysis; NiM = not in Medline; †data limited to diseased participants; *meta-analysis only included to study the robustness of the results in a sensitivity analysis.
The mean percentage of NiM studies in the included meta-analyses was 16% (range 1.0 to 33%). The RDORs comparing the DOR for iM studies with the DOR of all studies ranged from 0.77 to 1.23 with a pooled RDOR of 1.04 (95% CI 0.94 to 1.15) suggesting that restricting searches to MEDLINE may slightly overestimate the results compared to searching a broader range of databases (Figure 2). However, the point estimate is very close to 1 and not significant. None of the individual meta-analyses were significantly affected by leaving out NiM studies. There were no statistically significant differences between the sensitivity and specificity of iM studies and all studies (difference in sensitivity -0.08%; 95% CI -1% to 1% range between -5.8% to 4.8% and difference in specificity: -0.1%; 95% CI -0.8% to 1% range between -2.2% and 2.3%) (Figure 3 and 4). Heterogeneity was minimal for all meta-analyses.

None of the individual meta-analyses were significantly affected by leaving out NiM studies. There were no statistically significant differences between the sensitivity and specificity of iM studies and all studies (difference in sensitivity -0.08%; 95% CI -1% to 1% range between -5.8% to 4.8% and difference in specificity: -0.1%; 95% CI -0.8% to 1% range between -2.2% and 2.3%) (Figure 3 and 4). Heterogeneity was minimal for all meta-analyses.

The meta-analyses selected as the primary meta-analyses were also those with the largest contrasts in NiM/(iM+NiM) with the exception of one review. For this one review a greater number of studies would have been missed by a different meta-analysis (NiM 7% primary meta-analyses versus NiM 15% for other meta-analysis). A sensitivity analysis showed that including this meta-analysis would not have led to different conclusions (RDOR of 1.07; 95% CI 0.98 to 1.17).

There was a non-significant association between the comprehensiveness of the search and finding all studies in MEDLINE (OR 0.82 (95% CI 0.53 – 1.26)). A score below 1 indicates that a higher search score is associated with reducing the odds of finding all studies in MEDLINE.
Figure 3. Forest plot for the relative sensitivity indicating the difference between including only MEDLINE studies in the primary meta-analysis versus including all studies (NB. For some reviews multiple meta-analyses were included as they considered different tests).

Figure 4. Forest plot for the relative specificity indicating the difference between including only MEDLINE studies in the primary meta-analysis versus including all studies (NB. For some reviews multiple meta-analyses were included as they considered different tests).

DISCUSSION

Our results suggest that restricting searches to MEDLINE would only have had a negligible, non-significant impact on the summary estimates of the meta-analyses included in our study. In addition, for the majority of the reviews (57%) assessed in our meta-epidemiological study, all of the included studies were indexed on MEDLINE although the review authors had searched at least one other database. These reviews would not have been impacted at all had the MEDLINE studies are sufficient for meta-analyses of Diagnostic Test Accuracy
search been restricted to MEDLINE.

Our results differ from evidence found for intervention reviews. For intervention reviews it has been shown that studies that are uniquely indexed on EMBASE on average yield 27% lower effect estimates than studies from other databases. These, and similar results from other studies, are the founding to dismiss reviews that have searched in only one electronic database as low quality. Our study indicates that the summary estimates of the meta-analyses in DTA reviews that searched only MEDLINE are not significantly affected. Consequently, DTA reviews may therefore not automatically be dismissed as ‘low quality’ if they have searched only one electronic database.

Although our results indicate that limiting the search to MEDLINE studies did not alter the summary estimates of the reviews, there are other consequences of a more restrictive search that should be considered. Missing relevant studies that could potentially have been included in the review will decrease the power of the meta-analysis and make the confidence intervals around summary measures of accuracy wider. This will potentially lower the confidence in the results of the meta-analysis. Heterogeneity is a feature of almost all DTA reviews. Investigation of heterogeneity is important to determine the most reliable estimate of accuracy. Heterogeneity can be investigated using meta-regression or subgroup analysis but this requires sufficient power. Missing studies will therefore also decrease the potential to investigate heterogeneity. Second, different databases use different indexing systems and almost no search strategy has perfect sensitivity; even strategies designed to be very sensitive miss relevant studies. Therefore, searching in multiple databases may increase the likelihood of identifying studies also available in MEDLINE.

This study has some limitations. The number of meta-analyses that could be included in our analysis was small, also because most meta-analyses had no NiM studies and could therefore not add information to our analysis. A second reason was poor reporting of studies, proving too few details to include the study for analysis. Poor reporting of DTA studies is a common problem in DTA studies. To prevent from this, we selected reviews with an impact factor of ≥4 that have been shown to have higher quality of reporting. Still, this seemed to be insufficient. Due to the small number of included meta-analyses, we had low power for assessing the effect of limiting the meta-analysis to iM studies. Moreover, the fact that we did not identify a significant difference for the summary estimates does not exclude that no difference does exist. In
addition, if we had been able to estimate the difference between the various diagnostic parameters assessed in the NiM and iM separately, the contrast between these two subgroups might have been bigger, but unfortunately the number of NiM studies was too low to perform a separate meta-analysis upon. Further, the low power of our analysis and poor reporting of reviews also limited our ability to investigate the relationship between the comprehensiveness of the search and finding studies outside of MEDLINE. It would have been more interesting to assess the specific features of the searches individually to provide insight into which strategies are most likely to identify studies beyond MEDLINE but the analysis did not have sufficient power to do so. It would been preferable to have used a validated checklist for this purpose like the Canadian Agency for Drugs and Technologies in Health peer review checklist which is used by information specialists to peer review search strategies.(31) However, these tools require access to the full strategy, but these are very rarely published in a review.

A known-item search was used to assess whether studies were indexed on MEDLINE. This type of search distinguishes itself from searches used in systematic reviews. As the name indicates, the study that is searched for is known in a known-item search, while for a systematic review explorative searches are used. Explorative searches depend on the indexing system of the databases. Therefore it is possible that studies indexed on MEDLINE had not been found by the review authors when using an explorative search, although we have identified it using the known-item search.(2) Explorative searches in MEDLINE are likely to miss studies due to inadequate assignment of MeSH terms.(27) Performing the known-item search for this study therefore may have resulted in an overestimation of the number of iM studies. Access to the full search strategies would have enabled us to replicate the original searches and to determine which studies would be identified by searching MEDLINE but these full search strategies are rarely reported. Due to this limitation we might have overestimated the number of studies a reviewer will identify on MEDLINE but did not affect our result that accuracy results of iM studies are not significantly different than accuracy results in studies uniquely indexed on other electronic databases.

Despite the fact that the results of our study are based on a small sample of meta-analyses, our confidence in the results are strengthen by the fact that no individual included review had significant differences between the DOR based on all studies compared to the DOR based on the studies that were iM studies only. In addition, when the meta-analyses with the largest proportion of NiM studies were included, the analyses with the greatest number of missing studies,
still no significant difference was found. Another strength of our study is that the inclusion of reviews was restricted to those that had no inclusion limitations on language or quality. A selective inclusion of primary studies for the reviews could otherwise have interfered with our results. Additionally, we investigated the association between the search characteristics of the included reviews and finding all studies in MEDLINE; no association was found. A further strength is that the analyses to estimate the impact of leaving out NiM studies were controlled for the dependency that exist for every meta-analysis with all studies included and the meta-analysis including the subset of MEDLINE studies.

Although this study has been undertaken to answer challenges with respect to searching for primary studies, it also gives insights into the underlying topic of selective reporting. It is well known that publication and dissemination bias can influence the results of a meta-analysis. However, evidence for its existence and manifestation in the field of diagnostic test accuracy is scarce. Our results did not identify a systematic difference in accuracy measures between studies indexed on MEDLINE and other database indexed studies, but this does not exclude that there is a systematic difference between MEDLINE and other databases. It would be worthwhile to investigate if our results also apply for specific fields of medical test accuracy research as the results of this study may differ between fields.

CONCLUSION

Restricting the search to MEDLINE did not have a significant impact on the summary estimates of the reviews included in our study. Missing relevant studies, however, may lower the precision of the summary measures of accuracy and the power of the analyses to investigate heterogeneity. When financial resources are low, restricting searches to MEDLINE does not seem to affect the summary estimates of the review. However, the impact for individual reviews is still unpredictable.
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